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Principal Uses of Life Insurance. Life insurance is a unique planning vehicle because it
can leverage wealth - a small payment can generate a disproportionate amount of capital
and it can guarantee the availability of that capital when it is needed most. See Zaritsky
& Leimberg, Tax Planning with Life Insurance, Warren Gorham & Lamont (1994), at
1.01 (hereinafter referred to as "Zaritsky & Leimberg").
A. General Uses.
1. Provide financial security for the family.
2. To pay federal and state death taxes, probate and administrative expenses,
etc.
3. Cover key person needs.
4. Fund obligations under a business continuation plan.
B. Uses in the Employee Benefit Context.
1. Recruit key employees.
2. Retain and incenitize employees.
3. Benefit highly paid employees who have been subjected to reverse
discrimination due to limitations in qualified plans.
C. Nontraditional Uses.
1. Transfer of wealth.
2. Tax free investment growth.
3. Create tax arbitrage.
4. Minimize financial statement impact.
II. Overview of Types of Life Insurance Products. The types and varieties of life insurance
products are practically limitless. Practitioners, however, should generally be familiar
with five basic varieties. Premium payments, subject to certain limitations, may be
structured in four different ways: continuous pay, limited pay (so-called vanish), single
premium, and flexible.
A. Term Insurance. Term insurance is pure life insurance. Policies generally are
issued for one to ten years in duration before renewal and proof of insurability are
required. It is typically used to cover an insurance need for a fixed period of time.
Once that period expires the coverage is dropped. Although term insurance is
relatively inexpensive at the younger age, at older ages it can become
prohibitively expensive. The policy itself never builds cash value or permanent
death benefits. Statistically, insurance companies rarely pay death benefit claims
as the coverage is usually dropped before death occurs.
B. Whole Life or "Permanent" Insurance. Whole life insurance is designed to
provide insurance protection over the insured's entire lifetime. Typically,
premiums are level or fixed over that period and the death benefit is fixed. The
policy builds cash value and provides permanent death benefit protection. The
insurance company generally assumes the investment risk associated with the
policy.
C. Universal Life. Universal life is a flexible premium, adjustable life product.
Within certain limits the owner can pay whatever premium he chooses. The
policy is interest sensitive and policy death benefits and cash values are directly
affected by the premiums paid and the current interest rate credited to the policy.
Although the owner assumes the investment risk in the policy, the insurance
company controls how the funds are invested.
D. Variable Universal or Variable Adjustable Life. Variable life insurance is similar
to universal life insurance except the investment of the cash values is controlled
by the owner who is given the option to select among several mutual fund-type
investments. Variable life does in some instances provide a minimum death
benefit and a level premium, but the investment risk is shifted to the owner.
Aside from the potential for significantly higher rates of return, the policy is also
extremely flexible like universal life in that premiums and death benefits may be
increased or decreased. Variable life is an ideal product for funding deferred
compensation plans because of its flexibility and investment return potential.
E. Survivorship or Second-to-Die Life Insurance. Survivorship life insurance is a
life insurance policy which promises to pay a death benefit only when the second
of two insureds dies. In its basic form, survivorship life usually involves a
mixture of permanent and term insurance to lower the overall premium. Because
survivorship life pays only on the death of the survivor, the risk to the insurance
company is significantly reduced. As a result, premiums for survivorship life are
usually much lower than on a single life policy. Survivorship life is most often
placed on wealthy married couples and is used to fund estate taxes which would
be due on the death of the survivor under a marital deduction/credit shelter will.
In some instances, however, survivorship life is used to fund deferred
compensation because its lower overall mortality cost allows for the rapid buildup
of cash value.
III. Taxation of Life Insurance.
A. Definition of Life Insurance. In order for a life insurance policy to be taxed as life
insurance, the policy must meet the statutory definition of life insurance. For
contracts issued after December 31, 1984, to qualify as life insurance, the contract
must be a life insurance contract under state law and meet one of the two
following alternative tests under I.R.C. Sec. 7702(a):
1. The cash accumulation test. This test is satisfied if by the terms of the
contract, the cash surrender value of the contract does not exceed the net
single premium which would be paid at such time to fund future benefits
under the contract.
2. Guideline premium corridor test. This test is satisfied if the sum of the
premiums paid under the contract does not at any time exceed the
guideline premium limitation as of such time. As a practical matter, these
tests are extremely complicated and can only be run by an insurance
actuary.
B. Tax-Free Build-Up of Cash Values.
1. If the contract meets the definition of life insurance, then the increase in
cash surrender value is tax-free. I.R.C. Sec. 7702(g).
2. The build-up of the cash value, however, could subject a C corporation to
the alternative minimum tax, because the build-up of the cash value would
be included in the computation of the corporation's adjusted current
earnings, an AMT preference item. See I.R.C. Secs. 55-59.
C. Policy Dividends.
1. Dividends are amounts paid generally by mutual insurance companies as a
result of the insurance company's favorable mortality, income, and/or
loading experience.
2. The general rule is that all dividends paid or credited before the maturity
or surrender of a contract are tax-exempt as a return of investment. This is
the case whether the dividends are taken in cash, applied against current
premiums, used to purchase paid-up additions, or left with the insurance
company to accumulate interest. See 1995 Tax Facts, NULAW Services
(1995), at Q127.
3. If the dividends received on the policy, together with other nontaxable
distributions, exceed the premiums paid by the owner, the excess receipts
are taxed at ordinary income rates. See 1995 Tax Facts, supra.., at Q127.
D. Taxation of Withdrawals by the Policyowner.
1. As a general rule, policyowner withdrawals are tax-free until the
policyowner has recovered all of the premiums paid. See Zaritsky &
Leimberg, at 2.05.
2. Distributions in excess of the policyowner's basis (i.e., premiums paid) in
the contract are taxed as ordinary income.
3. For contracts issued after 1984, during the first 15 years of the contract,
the policyowner can be taxed more quickly on withdrawals from a flexible
premium contract if the cash distributions result in a reduction in the
policy's death benefits. See Zaritsky & Leimberg, at 2.05 (2)(b).
E. Tax Treatment of Modified Endowment ("MEC") Contracts.
1. Sec. 7702A(b) defines a MEC contract as a life insurance contract which
fails the seven pay test. The seven pay test is failed if the accumulated
amount paid under the contract at any time during the first seven contract
years exceeds the sum of the net level premium which would have been
paid on or before such time if the contract provided for paid-up future
benefits after the payment of the seven level annual payments. Simply
stated, there is too much cash going into a life insurance policy with too
low of a death benefit too quickly.
2. If the policy is a MEC contract, distributions, including loans, from the
contract are taxable as income at the time received to the extent that the
cash value of the contract immediately before the payment exceeds the
investment in the contract. Income on the contract, therefore, is taxed on
an income-first basis. S= 1995 Tax Facts, sV9 ., at Q7.
3. A 10 percent excise tax may also be imposed on taxable distributions from
a MEC contract. The excise tax is imposed on taxable distributions made
before the policyowner attains age 59 1/2 unless the distribution is due to
the policyowner's disability or takes the form of a single or joint life
annuity. I.R.C. Sec. 72(v)(1).
F. Taxation upon Surrender or Maturity of the Policy.
1. Under I.R.C. Sec. 72(e)(5), the owner recognizes ordinary income equal to
the excess of the amount received on surrender of the contract over the
owner's investment in the contract.
2. The owner must recognize the gain in the contract as ordinary income
when the policy matures, which is the date used by the insurer in
calculating the point at which all insureds will have died. See Zaritsky &
Leimberg, at 2.05 (3).
3. The owner's investment in the contract is the excess of the total premiums
paid, less the total amount of nontaxable distributions. Nontaxable
distributions include dividends, unrepaid loans, and tax-free withdrawals.
Id.
G. Tax Treatment of Insurance Proceeds Received at Death.
1. Under I.R.C. Sec. 101(a), gross income generally does not include
amounts received under a life insurance contract paid by reason of the
insured's death.
2. Except in the case of a "transfer for value," the proceeds are received tax-
free regardless of who owned the policy when the insured died.
3. Under some circumstances, the proceeds of the policy may be taxed as
compensation for services, dividends, or as ordinary income when paid to
a creditor in satisfaction of a loan.
4. Transfers for value. See generally, Zaritsky & Leimberg, at 2.07.
a) The transfer for value rule requires the inclusion of life insurance
proceeds in income of the beneficiary if there has been a transfer of
an interest in the policy for a valuable consideration. I.R.C. See.
101(a)(2).
b) The transfer of the policy for valuable consideration includes the
sale of the policy, the transfer in consideration of the receipt of a
valuable legal right, but it does not include the pledge of the policy
as collateral security.
c) There are five exceptions under I.R.C. Sec. 101(a)(2) to the
transfer for value rule.
(1) Carryover basis exception;
(2) Transfer to the insured;
(3) Transfer to a partner of the insured;
(4) Transfer to a partnership in which the insured is a partner
and;
(5) A transfer to a corporation in which the insured is a
shareholder or officer.
H. Deductibility of Premiums.
1. As a general rule, the payment of premiums on a life insurance policy is
regarded as a nondeductible personal expense regardless of who pays the
premiums. I.R.C. Sec. 265.
2. See. 264 provides that the payment of a premium on a policy insuring the
life of an officer, employee or any person financially interested in the
taxpayer's business is nondeductible if the taxpayer is directly or
indirectly a beneficiary under the policy.
I. Interest on Policy Loans.
1. The deductibility of interest on a policy loan depends on how the proceeds
are used (trade or business, passive investment, personal, etc.) and whether
the interest is paid. I.R.C. Sec. 163.
2. After June 21, 1986, the interest deduction on policy loans is limited to
interest on the first $50,000 of policy loans if the interest is on policy
loans with respect to an officer, employee, or a financially interested
person of the policyowner. I.R.C. Sec. 264(a)(4).
J. Sale of a Policy.
1. Gain, but not loss, is recognized as ordinary income on the sale of a policy
equal to the difference between the sales price (including outstanding
loans) less the owner's investment in the contract. Rev. Rul. 70-38, 1970-
1 CB 11.
2. If a policy is transferred in a taxable transaction (i.e., taxable distribution
from a corporation) gain is recognized equal to the difference between the
fair market value of the contract and the transferor's investment or basis in
the contract. According to Rev. Rul. 59-595, 1959-1 CB 18, the value of
the contract is the same as its gift tax value. S= 1995 Tax Facts, supm., at
Q637.
a) The value of a single premium or paid-up contract is the single
premium which the insurer would charge currently for a
comparable contract of equal face value on the life of a person who
is the insured's age at the time of the gift.
b) If the policy has further premiums to pay, the value is equal to the
sum of the interpolated terminal reserve plus the value of the
unearned premium. Generally, the interpolated terminal reserve is
higher than the policy's cash surrender value. Outstanding loans
are subtracted from the reserve in arriving at the policy's value.
c) In the case of a split dollar policy, the value of the policy is the
interpolated terminal reserve plus the unearned premium, reduced
by any amounts that must be repaid by the employer under the split
dollar plan. See Zaritsky & Leimberg, at 3.02(2)(a).
d) If there has been a change in the insured's health, the value of the
policy would be its replacement cost. Id.
e) Under I.R.C. Sec. 83, the value of a policy received in exchange
for services is its cash surrender value. Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.83-3(e).
Since the cash surrender value of a policy is usually lower than its
interpolated terminal reserve value, the transfer of a policy as a
bonus may be preferable from the transferee's perspective than a
sale.
K. Exchanges of Life Insurance Policies.
I1. An exchange of a life insurance policy may be called for when:
a) A new type of policy, such as a variable or universal policy can
solve the policyowner's problems because of its flexible premium
structure, cost, or investment features.
b) Change in circumstances.
c) Improved financial security.
2. Advisors should use caution in recommending exchanges unless
circumstances clearly warrant an exchange.
3. Some of the higher quality insurance companies prohibit insurance agents
from collecting commissions or fees on amounts received out of the cash
values on old policies.
4. Beware of insurance agents who demonstrate a pattern of replacing or
"churning" their old policies.
5. Sec. 1035 provides in relevant part that no gain or loss is recognized on
the exchange of a life insurance contract for another life insurance contract
provided the policies are on the lives of the same insured.
a) The basis of the old contract is carried over to the new contract.
b) The taxpayer is treated as receiving boot to the extent that debt on
the old policy exceeds debt on the new policy,
c) It is not clear whether the taxpayer is taxed on the entire amount of
the boot or only to the extent the boot exceeds the taxpayer's
investment in the policy. See Zaritsky & Leimberg, at 2.17(4).
IV. Split Dollar Life Insurance.
A. Definition. Split dollar life insurance is a technique under which two parties
(typically an employer and employee) agree to share one or more of the following
contractual obligations and benefits:
1. Premiums;
2. Death proceeds;
3. Policy cash values;
4. Policy ownership; and
5. Dividends. See geerly, Zaritsky & Leimberg, at 6.05.
B. U=. Split dollar is used for a variety of reasons. [Unless indicated otherwise, it
will be assumed that the split dollar is between an employer and employee. The
technique, however, may be used between a corporation and a stockholder or
director, partnership/LLC and partner/member, between two or more individuals
or two or more entities.]
1. Funding policy premiums. By using spit dollar, it is possible for the
employer to pay all or a substantial part of the premium on a policy on
behalf of an employee at little or no economic or tax cost to the employee.
Thus, the employee is able to acquire permanent life insurance at a very
low cost.
2. Income tax leverage. Since the employer is generally in a different
income tax rate bracket than the employee, split dollar creates rate bracket
leverage or tax rate arbitrage where the employer pays a nondeductible
expense, the benefits of which inure at little or no tax cost to the
employee.
3. Gift tax leverage. Split dollar provides gift tax leverage because it permits
an employee donor to transfer the benefits of a life insurance policy
including a substantial part of the death benefit to the donee at only a
fraction of the real economic cost of providing that benefit.
4. Alternative to qualified plans. Split dollar can be designed so that at some
point in the future an employee will own a "cash rich" life insurance
policy from which he can withdraw or borrow against the cash values to
supplement his retirement income. A substantial portion of the cost of
providing this benefit would have been borne by the employer.
5. Benefit to the employer. The employer is able to provide a fringe benefit
to an employee at a lower cost because it recovers its premium cost and
during the interim it has access to policy cash values through policy loans.
C. Methods. There are three basic split dollar methods. Each method, however, has
spawned a number of different variations and premium payment modes.
1. Endorsement. Employer owns policy and death benefit is endorsed to
employee.
2. Collateral assignment. Employee owns policy. Repayment of premiums
paid by employer are secured by collateral assignment of the policy.
Repayment generally comes out of the cash value of the policy if
terminated during the employee's lifetime and out of the death benefit
proceeds in the case of death.
3. Reverse split dollar. Employee owns policy. Death benefit is assigned to
the employer on an annual basis or for an undetermined period of time.
Se V. infra.
D. Types of Traditional Split Dollar.
1. Employer pay-all. The employee pays nothing towards cost of insurance.
2. Classic. Employer pays that part of the premium equal to the increase in
the policy's cash value or the net premium cost, if less.
3. Level split. Employee's share of premium over set period is added up and
the employee pays the average of that amount; that is, a level amount. The
employer pays the balance of the premium.
4. Equity. Employee pays economic benefit, employer pays balance.
Sometimes referred to as P.S. 58 offset plan. Employer frequently
bonuses the P.S. 58 cost to employee, in which case the cost of the
insurance is further subsidized for the employee and becomes deductible
in part to the employer. In some cases, the employer will even double
bonus the cost to the employee.
E. Income Tax Treatment.
I1. Rev. Rul. 64-328, 1964-2 CB 11, governs the taxation of split dollar. This
ruling reversed the earlier position of the IRS in Rev. Rul. 55-713, 1955-2
CB 23, which held that split dollar was a series of interest free loans.
a) Earnings on employer's investment in contract provides "economic
benefit" to employee. The economic benefit is the value of the "at
risk" portion of the policy; that is, the death benefit proceeds
payable under the policy less the amount to be reimbursed the
employer under the split dollar plan.
b) Does not create interest free loan.
c) Employer receives no deduction for premium.
d) Employee's contribution was non-deductible.
e) Death proceeds tax-free.
2. Rev. Rul. 66-110, 1966-1 CB 12, clarifies how the economic benefit to the
employee is measured.
a) Permitted use of either the IRS's P.S. 58 rates for one year term
insurance or the insurer's lower "generally available term rate." To
use the insurer's lower term rate, the term policy which is the basis
for the rate must be "available to the general public." See Healy v.
idS., 843 F. Supp. 942 (DSD 1994). The quoted rate must be that
of the insurer and not one of its subsidiaries. See P.L.R. 9452004.
b) Other benefits provided under split dollar could be taxable; i.e. use
of policy dividends could increase economic benefit.
3. Collateral Income Tax Issues.
a) Sec. 83 application to equity build-up. The theory is that each year
the employee becomes subject to tax represented by the increase in
his equity interest in the policy; that is, the excess of the cash value
in the policy over the employer's premium payments would be
treated as a transfer of property to the employee in consideration
for the performance of services.
b) Sec. 72 defers taxation until policy is canceled or surrendered. The
theory is that the employee owns the policy under I.R.C. Sec.
72(e), and, therefore, the employee is not taxed on the cash value
buildup in the policy until the policy is canceled or surrendered.
c) Sec. 7872 requires the imputation of interest with respect to certain
below-market interest rate loans. Although Rev. Rul. 64-332,
supra., indicates that split dollar does not create an interest free
loan, the question is whether Sec. 7872 which was enacted in 1984,
now overrides this ruling. See P.L.R. 9235020 wherein the IRS
said it expressed no opinion as to the applicability of Sec. 7872 in
connection with a split dollar plan. See IV.F. infra.
d) Transfer for value. I.R.C. Sec. 101 problem may arise if interest in
policy is transferred to the wrong party causing death benefit to be
included in ordinary income.
e) The use of split dollar in an S corporation apparently does not
create a second class of stock. See P.L.R. 9413023; P.L.R.
9248019. In reaching this conclusion, it appears important that the
shareholder reimburse the corporation for any economic benefit he
receives.
f) Split dollar with S corporations, partnerships, and limited liability
companies may result in a double tax if the split dollar is an
employer pay-all split dollar with shareholder, partner, or member.
Premiums paid by an employer under a split dollar plan are not
deductible. If the plan is an employer pay-all plan, the economic
benefit which is taxed to the employee is also not deductible.
Because the premiums including that portion allocable to the
economic benefit are not deductible, the employee who is a
shareholder of an S corporation, partner in a partnership or member
of an LLC is subjected to tax on his full pro rata share of the
entity's income and is taxed again with respect to that portion of
the premium attributable to the economic benefit of the policy. To
solve this problem, the employee should simply pay that portion of
the premium equal to the economic benefit, which could be funded
by a bonus from the employer.
F. Split Dollar and the Interest Free Loan Issue.
The 1984 Tax Reform Act established income tax rules for below-market
and interest free loans. I.R.C. Sec. 7872. Neither the Act nor events
which have followed have clarified whether split dollar plans are loans
covered by these rules. In recent private letter rulings the IRS has
expressly reserved judgment on the impact of Section 7872 on split dollar
plans. S, .g., P.L.R. 9331009. Future Treasury and Congressional
action may be needed to resolve this question. In the meantime, a
reasonable argument can be made that split dollar plans are not interest
free loans. These plans can be distinguished from interest-free loans in at
least four important ways:
a) Split dollar's legislative history. The income tax history of split
dollar plans began with Rev. Rul. 55-713, supr. In this ruling, the
IRS found that these plans did not generate taxable income because
employer-paid premiums were treated in the nature of interest-free
loans. This tax treatment was reviewed by the House Ways and
Means Committee and the Senate Finance Committee during the
passage of the 1964 Revenue Act. Both committees deferred
action on split dollar plans and directed the IRS to review Rev.
Rul. 55-713. In response to these directives, the IRS issued Rev.
Rul. 64-328 which revoked Rev. Rul. 55-713, stating that this prior
ruling had incorrectly analyzed the substance of split dollar plans.
Rev. Rul. 64-328 established the income tax treatment of split
dollar plans that we know today. In issuing this ruling , the IRS
specifically stated that its prior characterization of the split dollar
plan as an interest free loan was incorrect. Instead, the IRS
required the employee to recognize the annual economic benefit
(P.S. 58 cost). Other public and private rulings have followed in
the intervening years. None of them, however, have changed this
basic income tax treatment. Therefore, relying on Rev. Rul. 64-
328, split dollar plans should not be characterized as interest free
loans.
b) The employee recognizes additional taxable income annually.
Rev. Rul. 64-328 requires that the employee covered under a split
dollar plan include in his taxable income the economic benefit
received as the result of the employer paying all or part of the
insurance premium. This economic benefit is measured as the net
amount at risk, multiplied by the lower of either (a) the appropriate
amount from the government's P.S. 58 Table or (b) the insurance
company's standard one-year insurance rate based on the insured's
age. This taxable income will be recognized by the employee
unless he directly pays the P.S. 58 costs to the insurance company
or the employer. The below market interest rules, on the other
hand, do not necessarily result in an increase in the employee's
taxable income. The rules require the employee to include in his
income the difference between the IRS's applicable federal interest
rate and the rate actually charged to the employee. However, this
amount can under certain circumstances be offset by a.deduction
the employee receives for "imputed" interest payments. This
would cancel out the taxable income and result in no tax cost to the
employee. Thus, split-dollar plans result in annual income being
imputed to the participating employee, while interest free loans
under certain circumstances may not result in any imputed income.
c) The employee has no right to use the loan proceeds. Almost all
split dollar plans are drafted so that the employer either owns the
cash values (endorsement method) or takes an assignment of them
as security for the repayment of premium advanced (collateral
assignment method). This allows the employer to control the cash
value. The employee only receives insurance protection and has
no right to use any of the money advanced. Further, the insurance
protection the employee receives usually does not exceed the
policy's net amount at risk. This means the investment portion of
the policy (the cash values) remains with the employer as security
for the repayment of the premiums. In an interest free loan, the
employee receives the money outright, and can use it as he sees fit.
In addition, the employer's primary right is to call the loan at any
time.
d) The employee has no obligation to repay. Most split dollar plans
are drafted so that the employer is repaid by receiving part of the
death benefit. If the plan terminates before the employee's death,
the employer is usually entitled to receive all of the policy's cash
value. If this is not enough to cover the total amount of premiums
advanced, it is rare that the employee is required to pay the
difference out of his own pocket. In most plans, if the cash value
does not equal the total premium payments, the employer suffers a
loss to the extent of the difference. In an interest free loan, the
situation is quite different. The employee is obligated to repay the
entire loan at the employer's demand.
2. If split dollar does involve an interest free loan, it would seem that the
imputed interest income should be offset by the economic benefit.
Alternatively, what would the result be if the employer was arbitrarily
assigned out of the policy's cash value an investment return on the
amounts advanced by the employer as its share of the premiums due on the
policy?
G. Gift Tax Treatment.
1. Assignment of policy subject to split dollar is a gift.
2. Measure of gift on initial assignment is policy's gift tax value less
employer's interest, which would generally be that portion of the
premiums advanced by the employer. Rev. Rul. 81-198, 1981-2 CB 188.
3. If the employer pays the economic benefit on a policy gifted to a third
party under a split dollar plan, that portion of the premium is treated as
income to the employee and a gift from the employee to the third party of
the value of the economic benefit. Rev. Rul. 78-420, 1978-2 CB 67.
4. Each year that the employer pays the economic benefit results in a
continuing gift of the employee benefit. Rev. Rul. 78-420, supra The use
of split dollar permits the employee to in effect pay a large insurance
premium on a policy owned by a third party with very little gift tax cost
since the gift is limited to that portion of the premium attributable to the
economic benefit.
H. Estate Tax Treatment.
1. The estate of an employee who owns a policy under a collateral
assignment split dollar will be required to include the proceeds in the
insured employee's estate.
2. To avoid inclusion of the proceeds in the insured employee's estate, all of
the employee's incidents of ownership in the policy should be held by or
transferred to a third party - typically an irrevocable life insurance trust.
3. The three-year rule under I.R.C. Sec. 2035 (d) can apply where the third
party receives an interest in the policy within three years of the insured's
death. To avoid the problem, the third party should initially apply for the
policy.
4. In the case of reverse split dollar, there is the risk that there will be double
inclusion either because of the effect on value the insurance proceeds
would have on the corporation or because the death benefit will be
included in the employee's estate due to the employee's incidents of
ownership in the policy. According to P.L.R. 9026041, the employee's
estate is entitled to a deduction for the amount due back to the employer
under the reverse split dollar plan.
5. A split dollar plan between a third party and a corporation in which the
insured is a controlling shareholder could require the inclusion of the
proceeds of the policy in the insured's estate if the corporation held
incidents of ownership in the policy. See Treas. Reg. Sec. 20.2042-1 (c)
(6).
a) Any corporate incidents of ownership to extent policy not payable
to corporation is attributed to controlling shareholder.
b) Right of corporation to borrow against policy is incident of
ownership.
c) Under split dollar arrangements, corporation should have only
passive right to be repaid advances and may have no powers over
other interests in policy.
d) A number of practitioners were concerned that the existence of a
collateral assignment between the controlled corporation and the
third party owner of the policy under a split dollar plan created
incidents of ownership in the policy which would cause the policy
to be brought back into the estate of the controlling shareholder. In
P.L.R. 9511046 the IRS ruled that there were no incidents of
ownership attributable to a controlling shareholder which was split
dollared with the corporation under a collateral assignment.
Second-to-Die Policies.
1 . Frequently used to fund estate taxes due on death of surviving spouse
when the maximum marital deduction/credit shelter is used in the estate
plan.
2. When split dollared, the economic benefit used is the P.S. 38 cost, which
is the actuarial possibility that both insureds will die in the same year.
3. Upon death of one of the insureds, the cost of the economic benefit
switches from the much lower P.S. 38 rate to the much higher P.S. 58 rate.
J. Termination of the Split Dollar Plan.
I1. As employee grows older, the cost of providing term insurance increases
resulting in either:
a) Greater contributions by the employee (or third party owner)
and/or
b) Greater imputed income.
2. If the policy is a second-to-die policy, the cost can dramatically increase
when one of the insureds dies because economic benefit switches from
P.S. 38 to P.S. 58 cost.
3. Phantom income or a phantom premium can arise from policy whose
premium has otherwise "vanished" because the employee continues to be
taxed on the economic benefit being provided under the split dollar plan.
4. To avoid these adverse problems, the split dollar plan should be
terminated.
a) In the case of endorsement split dollar, the plan is terminated and
the employer retains the policy and receives back the assigned
death benefit. Thereafter if the employee is to acquire the policy,
he must purchase the policy or receive it in a taxable distribution
from the employer, such as by a bonus of the policy to the
employee.
b) In the case of collateral assignment split dollar, assuming there are
sufficient cash values in the policy, the plan may be terminated by
reimbursing the employer through withdrawals and/or loans from
policy. This technique is commonly referred to as "rolling out" the
policy.
c) If policy does not have sufficient cash values, a collateral
assignment split dollar may be rolled-out by:
(1) Employer bonuses over one or more years the amount due
back to it under split dollar agreement. Amount bonused
would be taxable income to insured, trust, etc.
(2) Employee crawls out of the policy (for example, over 10
years by withdrawing or borrowing out of the policy 10
percent of the amount due back to the employer until the
employer is fully reimbursed).
(3) Employee borrows from third party sufficient funds to
reimburse employer.
(4) Employee reimburses employer using interest free term
note or demand note. Employee pays tax on imputed
income which may be less burdensome than increasing cost
of the economic benefit under the split dollar. Balance of
amount due on note is paid off at death from insurance
proceeds. Alternatively, note may be forgiven at death
creating IRD.
(5) A first-to-die rider may be purchased to fund the roll-out of
a second-to-die policy on the first death. The problem is
that this coverage can be expensive.
K. ERISA Requirements.
I1. A split dollar life insurance plan may be considered a welfare benefit plan
under ERISA. See Department of Labor Advisory Opinion 92-22A
(1992). If so, the plan is subject to the following fiduciary provisions of
ERISA (See Title I, Subtitle B, Part 4 of the Act):
a) It must be established and maintained pursuant to a written
agreement.
b) It must provide for one or more named fiduciaries who are to have
authority to control and manage the operation of the plan.
c) It must provide a procedure for establishing and carrying out a
funding policy and method consistent with the objectives of the
plan.
d) It must describe a procedure for the allocation of responsibilities
for the operation and administration of the plan.
e) It must provide a procedure for amending the plan and for
identifying those persons who have authority to amend the plan.
f) It must specify the basis on which payments are made to and from
the plan.
2. The above requirements now make it clear that every split dollar
arrangement for the benefit of an employee must now be embodied in a
written agreement. (Any plan which does not cover employees shall not
be regarded as an employee benefit plan subject to the requirements of
Title I of ERISA. An individual or his or her spouse will not be
considered an employee of a corporation which is wholly owned by the
individual and/or his or her spouse. ERISA Reg. Sec. 2510.3-3).
Provisions should be included which meet these requirements. The
requirement for a named fiduciary should be met by designating the
employer acting through one of its officers to be named the fiduciary.
3. A split dollar plan maintained by an employer for a select group of
management or highly compensated employees (where benefits are
provided through insurance contracts and premiums are paid directly by
the employer from its general assets) is exempt from all reporting and
disclosure requirements of ERISA. ERISA Reg. Sec. 2520.104-24.
4. A split dollar plan with fewer than 100 participants which provides
benefits through insurance contracts (the premiums for which are paid
solely by the employer or partly with employee contributions) qualifies for
a partial exemption from the reporting and disclosure requirements of
ERISA. ERISA Reg. Sec. 2520.104-20. Under this partial exemption no
reporting is required to the Department of Labor unless the Department of
Labor makes a special request to be furnished with a copy of the plan
document or other books and records of the plan. However, plan
participants and their beneficiaries must be provided with a Summary Plan
Description which is kept up to date in the event of any changes in the
plan.
5. Additional requirements for a welfare benefit plan include: 1) if there is
denial of a claim, a written explanation must be provided, and 2) the plan
administrator must make available any plan documents for inspection by a
participant or beneficiary and provide copies upon written request for a
reasonable charge.
V. Reverse Split Dollar.
A. Introduction.
I1. Reverse split dollar is essentially as the name implies. It is an
endorsement split dollar arrangement in which the employee is the owner
of the contract and endorses the death benefit over to the corporation.
Thus the arrangement is similar to a traditional split dollar plan except the
roles of the corporation and the employee are reversed.
2. Under reverse split dollar, the employee endorses the death benefit to the
corporation for which the corporation pays the economic benefit. The
balance of the premium is the responsibility of the employee. If the
employee dies while the arrangement is in place, the corporation is entitled
to the balance. Should the reverse split dollar arrangement be terminated
prior to an employee's death, the employee is entitled to all ownership
rights of the policy; and the employee's beneficiary would be entitled to
the full death benefit.
3. Reverse split dollar is seen as more closely following Rev. Rul. 64-328
because it follows the same structure as the original split dollar
arrangement; the only difference being the roles of the corporation and
employee are reversed. Because reverse split dollar follows Rev. Rul. 64-
328 in structure, some commentators believe there is less risk with reverse
split dollar arrangements. Despite these comments, however, there is no
definitive ruling that reverse split dollar is accepted by the IRS.
B. Death Benefit Split. There are essentially three ways that the death benefit can be
split in a reverse split dollar arrangement. The employee can endorse a specific
amount of the death benefit to the corporation. The employee can endorse the
death benefit to the corporation to the extent that it exceeds cash value. The
employee can endorse the entire death benefit to the corporation. Each of these
three methods results in a different benefit being allocated to the corporation. The
choice of method depends upon the objectives of both the corporation and the
employee.
1. Specific amount. The employee can endorse to the corporation a specific
amount of the death benefit. This amount can vary from a very small
portion of the face amount to the full face amount. Generally, when a
corporation is allocated a specific amount of the death benefit, it is for the
purpose of a buy/sell agreement. By allocating a specific amount of death
benefit to the corporation, the corporation is ensured to receive that
amount on the death of the employee. This death benefit could then be
used for purchasing the deceased employee's stock as part of a stock
redemption agreement. Because the purchase price in a stock redemption
agreement is usually a specific amount, endorsing to the corporation this
amount of death benefit provides funds needed at the death of the
employee.
2. Excess above cash value.
a) Under a reverse split dollar arrangement, the corporation pays an
amount equal to the economic benefit for the face amount of
insurance endorsed to it, while the employee pays the balance of
the premiums. Since the employee contributes the amount of the
premium attributable to the cash value (the excess over the term
cost) and owns the policy, the employee usually expects to receive
the cash value. However, if the employee dies while the entire
death benefit is endorsed to the corporation, then the employee's
beneficiary will receive nothing. To avoid this result, the
endorsement can be for the amount of death benefit in excess of the
cash value.
b) This arrangement also allocates to the employee larger amounts of
death benefit in the later years. This encourages the employee to
accumulate funds inside the policy since the employee will be
entitled to the entire cash value. A diminishing death benefit to the
corporation also mimics the corporate need for key man insurance.
This occurs because as an employee approaches retirement usually
there is a succession plan implemented reducing the corporation's
replacement costs for that key employee. However, if a level death
benefit is needed for the corporation, a dividend option can keep
the face amount increasing to offset the increasing cash value.
3. Entire death benefit. Sometimes the reverse split dollar agreement
provides that the entire face amount of the policy is endorsed to the
corporation. This allows the corporation to pay the highest economic
benefit possible for the policy. This in turn reduces the amount of
premium remaining for the employee. Under this approach, however, if
the employee were to die while the reverse split dollar agreement is in
place, the corporation would receive the entire death benefit. Therefore,
the employee's individual insurance needs must be provided for through
either personal insurance or some type of additional agreement with the
corporation such as a deferred compensation agreement. Because of the
potential that nothing will go to the beneficiaries of the employee, this
type of reverse split dollar arrangement is usually terminated at a point
when the employee's mortality becomes a significant consideration.
C. Calculation of the Corporation's Economic Benefit.
I1. The corporation's economic benefit is calculated based on the amount of
death benefit endorsed to the corporation. The amount of death benefit
endorsed to the corporation is multiplied by either 1) the P.S. 58 costs or
2) the annual renewable term rates of the insurance company that issued
the policy. The justification for using either the annual renewable term
rates or the P.S. 58 rates comes from Rev. Rul. 66-110, sWp . In this
revenue ruling, the IRS stated that in valuing the economic benefit, the
parties may use the P.S. 58 rates or the insurance company's annual
renewable term rates if lower. Relying on this language, a reverse split
dollar arrangement should be able to use the P.S. 58 rates to determine the
economic benefit.
2. Utilizing the P.S. 58 rates usually creates a higher cost to the corporation
than utilizing the annual renewable term rates of the insurance company.
This results in the corporation paying a greater portion of the premium.
By utilizing a greater contribution amount from the corporation, the
employee's premium payments are reduced. Because of this benefit, many
reverse split dollar arrangements are established utilizing P.S. 58 rates.
3. Whether using the P.S. 58 rates or the annual renewable term rates, the
calculation of the economic benefit for the corporation is the same: The
amount of the death benefit endorsed to the corporation is multiplied by
the applicable rate to determine the economic benefit attributed to the
corporation. For example: Assume a 50 year old employee owns a
contract with a $200,000 face amount and $100,000 is endorsed to the
corporation under a reverse split dollar arrangement. The P.S. 58 rates for
a 50 year old are $9.22 per $1,000. Using these factors, the corporation's
economic benefit is equal to $922 ($100,000 - $1,000 x $9.22). Any
additional premium would have to be paid by the employee. If the
corporation's economic benefit was determined using the annual
renewable term rates, then this same $100,000 would be multiplied by the
insurance company's annual renewable term rates. For example, if the
company's rate equals $1.12 per $ 1,000, the corporation's total economic
benefit would be $112 ($100,000 - $1,000 x $1.12). Because of the
discrepancy between a $922 P.S. 58 benefit as compared to a $112 annual
renewable term benefit, some commentators feel that only the annual
renewable term rates should be utilized to determine the corporate
economic benefit. Proponents of using P.S. 58 rates point to Rev. Rul. 66-
110 as allowing either the P.S. 58 rates or the annual renewable term rates.
They contend that until Rev. Rul. 66-110 is either overruled or clarified,
there is authority for using the P.S. 58 rates.
4. Whichever method is used, most commentators agree that if a corporation
also has in place a regular split dollar arrangement, the rate used to
calculate the economic benefit should be consistent among all of the split
dollar arrangements. If the corporation is inconsistent in its treatment, for
example, utilizing annual renewable term rates for conventional split
dollar and P.S. 58 rates for reverse split dollar, the corporation is
manipulating the justifications for utilizing different rates. This could be
seen as aggressive by the IRS.
D. Premium Splitting. There are essentially three methods of splitting the premium
for reverse split dollar arrangements: 1) the annual premium method, where the
corporation pays the current year economic benefit and the employee pays the
balance; 2) the prepaid method, where the corporation prepays the P.S. 58 costs
for the entire duration of the agreement; and 3) the levelized premium method,
where the corporation levelizes the P.S. 58 cost over the anticipated life of the
reverse split dollar arrangement.
1. Annual premium method. Under the annual premium method, the
corporation pays the economic benefit for the amount of death benefit
allocated to the corporation for that year. The employee pays the balance
of the premium. Under this approach, the corporation's payment will
increase each year as the employee gets older. The corporation's payment
increases because each year the P.S. 58 rates and annual renewable term
rates increase. This method requires the employee to pay a greater amount
initially and a smaller amount in the later years of the reverse split dollar
arrangement. The benefit of this method is that it treats reverse split dollar
essentially the same way it is structured; a series of annual contracts based
on an allocated death benefit. There is no need to carry over any of the
costs paid by the corporation or by the employee since each year is treated
separately.
2. Prepaid premium method.
a) With the prepaid premium method, the corporation advances into
the policy during the first year the anticipated total economic
benefit that would be incurred over the entire term of the reverse
split dollar arrangement. Under this approach, the first year's costs
would be a nondeductible expense of the corporation and the
balance of the payment would be considered a prepaid expense.
Often under this approach the employee would pay little or no
premium amount and would report no taxable income.
b) As premium payments are made by the corporation, the prepaid
premium account grows until the P.S. 58 or term cost for the year
exceeds the premium for that year. From that point forward, the
excess of the P.S. 58 or term cost over the premium reduces the
prepaid account. The arrangement is usually terminated when the
prepaid account reaches zero. At that point, the employee owns
the entire policy without ever paying any premium or reporting any
taxable income.
c) The tax uncertainty with this method relates to whether the
corporation is providing a taxable benefit to the employee by
prepaying the premium without charging interest on the amount
prepaid. Rev. Rul. 66-110, which dealt with the taxation of regular
split dollar where the employee receives the death benefit, implies
that each year stands on its own for the purpose of calculating the
economic benefit. The ruling states that "the amount includable in
the employee's gross income each year is equal to the excess of the
total value of all the benefits received under the arrangement for
such year, over the amount, if any, provided by the employee for
that year." (Emphasis added). The prepaid method relies on first
year payments being applied to future years which may be
inconsistent with the language of Rev. Rul. 66-110. The
prepayment method, however, is consistent with the method in
which most insurance premiums are paid; that is, the premium is
paid so that the obligation to continue payment vanishes at some
point in the future.
d) Levelized premium method. The levelized premium method is
similar to the prepaid premium method. Under the levelized
premium method, the corporation pays an equal amount each year
of the anticipated cost of the reverse split dollar arrangement. For
example, assume that the corporation and employee are
anticipating entering into a reverse split dollar arrangement for ten
years and the sum total economic benefit for the corporation is
$100,000 over that ten year period. The corporation would pay
$10,000 each year to the policy owned by the employee. Because
the economic benefit in the initial years is much lower than in the
later years, this arrangement results in a benefit to the employee
similar to the prepaid premium method above. This benefit is
eventually extinguished in the later years when the economic
benefit is higher than the actual payment made by the corporation
into the policy.
E. Terminating the Arrangement. Terminating a reverse split dollar arrangement is
very simple. Under the annual premium method, reverse split dollar is similar to
paying rent. Each year the corporation pays an amount which covers the
economic benefit received for that year. Therefore, at the end of each year, the
payment that has been made by the corporation has been in consideration for the
economic benefit received. As a result, at the end of any given year, a reverse
split dollar arrangement can be terminated. The employee has no future
obligation to the corporation. After the termination, the employee owns the
policy completely with no restrictions to ownership or death benefit. This makes
termination of a reverse split dollar arrangement much simpler and less costly
than a collateral assignment split dollar arrangement.
F. Estate Tax Treatment.
1. Sec. 2042 requires that individuals include in their estate, life insurance
proceeds in which they retained any incidents of ownership. Because the
employee is the owner of the policy in a reverse split dollar arrangement,
the entire death benefit is included in the insured's estate. This inclusion
could cause additional estate taxes if the death benefit is included in the
insured's estate even though all or a large portion of the proceeds are paid
to the corporation as part of the reverse split dollar arrangement.
Fortunately, P.L.R. 9026041 affords some relief.
2. In P.L.R. 9026041 the IRS ruled that the entire death benefit in a reverse
split dollar arrangement is included in the employee's estate. However,
the portion of the death benefit payable to the corporation can be deducted
from the estate as a claim against the estate. The ability to establish the
obligation back to the corporation as a claim against the estate requires
that the reverse split dollar agreement be a bona fide arrangement
contracted for with full and adequate consideration. If this is established,
.. the estate will have a deduction to offset the inclusion of the death
proceeds. Therefore, it is essential to ensure that this claim against the
estate can be established. Individuals entering a reverse split dollar
arrangement should execute the reverse split dollar agreement and
establish corporate minutes setting out the reasons for the reverse split
dollar arrangement. This way the employee can insure that a deduction for
the estate offsets the inclusion of the policy in the estate.
G. Income Tax Treatment. The portion of the premium paid by the corporation is a
nondeductible expense because it is for insurance which could benefit the
corporation. Likewise, the premium payment made by the individual employee is
a nondeductible expense of the employee. If the corporation desires a deduction
for the amount of premium payment made by the employee, the corporation
would have to create a bonus situation through which the employee is bonused the
balance of the premium. Under this type of an arrangement, the employee would
have taxable income in the year that the payment was made.
H. Alternative Minimum Tax. Under reverse split dollar arrangement, the death
benefit paid to the corporation is nontaxable income to the corporation for regular
tax purposes. Since the death benefit is nontaxable income, it would enter into the
computation of the alternative minimum tax liability for the corporation. This
alternative minimum tax exposure can be compensated for by allocating a greater
amount of death benefit to the corporation.
I. Transfer For Value. In a reverse split dollar arrangement, the death benefit is
endorsed back to the corporation. This is considered a transfer for value because
there is a transfer from an individual of a part of the death benefit to the
corporation for its payment of the economic benefit. However, there is an
exception to the transfer-for-value for transfers to a corporation in which the
insured is either an officer or shareholder. Because of this exception, a reverse
split dollar arrangement comes within the exception to the transfer for value rule
as long as the insured is either an officer or shareholder of the corporation.
Therefore, reverse split dollar is not recommended for any individual who is
neither an officer nor a shareholder.
CASE STUDY No.#1
Comparison of three different ways to fund executive need for life insurance using split dollar.
Assumptions: 45 year old male
Premiums paid to age 65
Personal tax bracket: 42%
Corporate tax bracket: 38%
Initial death benefit: $1,000,000
Design Alternatives:
(1) Employer pay-all split dollar with roll-out.
(2) Employer pay-all split dollar with crawl out.
(3) Employer pay-all split dollar without rollout.
A Split-Dollar Plan
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John H. Milne, JD, LLM
August 30, 1995
Note: Specific tax and legal consequences of this proposal should be verified by your tax advisor or legal counsel.
A Split-Dollar Plan
Plan Summary - Employer Pay All
ABC Corporation
....... , - The company makes premium payments.
Minnesota Mutual issues a




Bonus may be paid to cover
income tax associated with taxable
economic benefit imputed to the executive.
$IM S/D Vanish @ 65 Rollout owns the policy and is entitl
to the policy value and death benefit
$1M S/D Vanish @ 65 Rollout
*r
e tax law is unclear regarding whether IRC Section 72 or 83 apply to the cas value acuing to the executive.
nsult with your tax/legal advisor regarding the proper tax treatme
PREPARED BY THE MINNESOTA MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
NOT VALID WITHOUT A COMPLIANCE ILLUSTRATION OF POLICY VALUES
THIS IS A HYPOTHETICAL ILLUSTRATION AND IS NOT INTENDED TO PREDICT FUTURE RESULTS
A Split-Dollar Plan
using Adjustable Life
Prepared For: $1M S/D Vanish @ 65 Rollout
ABC Corporation
Prepared By: John H. Milne, JD, LLM
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The economic benefit amount and the executive's share of the cash value illustrated are based on the conclusion that the executive, as the
owner of the policy, is entitled to the cash value build-up with no additional imputed income. There is some tax uncertainty surrounding
this position. Please consult your tax advisor regarding the tax risk associated with this position.
* From policy loans and/or parrial surrenders (Withdrawals).
NOTE: Policy loans may create an adverse tax result in the event of a lapse or policy surrender.
PREPARED BY THE MINNESOTA MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
NOT VALID WITHOUT A COMPLIANCE ILLUSTRATION OF POLICY VALUES
THIS IS A HYPOTHETICAL ILLUSTRATION AND IS NOT INTENDED TO PREDICT FUTURE RESULTS
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A Split-Dollar Plan
using Adjustable Life
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economic benefit amount and the executive's share of the cash value illustrated are based on the conclusion that the executive, as the
ter of the policy, is entitled to the cash value build-up with no additional imputed income. There is some ta uncertainty surrounding
position. Please consult your tax advisor regarding the tax risk associated with this position.
rom policy loans and/or partial surrenders (withdrawals).
2E: Policy loans may create an adverse tax result in the event of a lapse or policy surrender.
PREPARED BY THE MINNESOTA MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
NOT VALID WITHOUT A COMPLIANCE ILLUSTRATION OF POLICY VALUES

















John H. Milne, JD, LLM
August 30, 1995
Note: Specific tax and legal conequences of this proposal should be verified by your tax advisor or legal counsel.
A Split-Dollar Plan
using Adjustable Life
Prepared For: $1M S/D Vanish @ 65 Crawl Out
ABC Corporation
Prepared By: John H. Milne, JD, LLM
Male Initial
Non Smoker Initial Death
Age Premium Benefit
45 $16,157 $1,000,000
Date: August 30, 1995
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The economic benefit amount and the executive's share of the cash value illustrated are based on the conclusion that the executive, as the
owner of the policy, is entitled to the cash value build-up with no additional imputed income. There is some tax uncertainty surrounding
this position. Please consult your tax advsor regarding the tax risk associated with this position.
* From policy loans and/or portial surrenders (withdrawals).
NOTE: Policy loans may create an adverse tax result in the event of a lapse or policy surrender.
PREPARED BY THE MINNESOTA MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
NOT VALID WITHOUT A COMPLIANCE ILLUSTRATION OF POLICY VALUES























































































































Prepared For: SIM S/D Vanish @ 65 Crawl Out
ABC Corporation
Date: August 30, 1995










Pol Alt After Tax Policy Death
Yr Age Payment Values Benefit
26 71 -32,314 129,256 129,256
27 72 -32,314 96,942 96,942
28 73 -32,314 64,628 64,628
29 74 -32,314 32,314 32,314
30 75 -32,314 0 0





















































































The economic benefit amount and the execunive's share of the cash value illustrated are based on the conclusion that the executivm as the
owner of the policy, is entitled to the cash value build-up with no additional imputed income. There is some tax uncertainty surrounding
this position. Please consult your tax advisor regarding the tar risk associated with this position.
* From policy loans and/or partial surrenders (ithdrawals).
NOTE: Policy loans may create an adverse tax result in the event of a lapse or policy surrender.
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This presentation uses Adjustable Life - 84-620
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is economic benefit amount and the ewcutive's share of the cash value illustrated are based on the conclusion that the execute, as the
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A Split-Dollar Plan
using Adjustable Life
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